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Introductory Remarks

In his report to the Third International Congress in ZUrich,
Professor Arthur Casagrande gave a very sincere plea for an
adjustment of the topics covered by Session 1. In this report
he referred to the General Reporter for Section 1 at the Second
International Congress, who had also remarked upon the extent
of the group.
In spite of a severe reduction in the number of papers we
have 46 different papers presented to this Conference in
Division 1. This fact shows the need for serious consideration
of a new grouping system.
The large nl!mber of papers is due to the very extended field
of topics covered. We have subjects ranging from applied and
theoretical physical chemistry via geological and geotechnical
subjects to fields bordering on pure and applied mechanics.
As General Reporter, I asked the officers of the Conference to
split the Division into two sub-divisions, viz.: Division la
dealing with general and natural scientific subjects, and
Division 1b dealing with the more engineering and mechanical
problems. This was agreed, and my colleague Dr Nilmar
Janbu kindly undertook to deal with Division 1b and his
report, covering 15 papers, follows my own.
DIVISION !a-FUNDAMENTAL AND NATURAL
PROPERTIES by I. TH. ROSENQUIST
In Division 1a we have 31 important and interesting papers
to discuss.
·
I do not recommend that any of the subjects dealt with in the
papers should be omitted from our conferences in the future.
On the contrary, I must stress that as the studies of soil
mechanics phenomena advance it will be necessary for an
increasing amount of research to be concentrated on fundamental problems. We may, perhaps, say that at present geotechnical science is passing from the applied technical state to
the group of pure sciences. A very large number of factors is
of importance when soils and rocks are regarded from an
engineering point of view. It will be necessary to combine
topics from the extended field of the complex of natural sciences
in order to elucidate our problems in an exact way. We shall
welcome this development with the greatest pleasure. It is my
belief that only when we approach the nucleus of problems will
it be possible to solve them in a satisfactory way. A problem
is not treated in an exact and scientific way simply because the

mathematical treatment is complete: it is not sufficient that we
can treat slide phenomena, swelling, shrinkage and frost heave
with a masterly mathematical apparatus. Only if we take up
the study of the fundamental factors taking part in these
phenomena will the science pass from the descriptive and
applied state to the exact state. This is the case, even if we
should not reach to exact mathematical formulae.
In the period since the last conference many scientists and
research workers all over the world have published books and
papers dealing with physical and chemical conditions in soils
and rocks, and their application to soil mechanics phenomena.
Unfortunately, a great part of these works have been published
in journals which are rarely read by soil mechanics and geotechnical engineers. Many valuable observations and investigations have passed unnoticed by the group of applied
scientists who should, primarily, be interested in these results.
In reading the papers presented to this Conference I am sorry
to see that some of them show that their authors have not
known the results of other scientists working on the same or
associated problems. This has led to duplication of the work,
which, of course, is a good thing, as the results may be confirmed by independent research, but has cost much in effort and
money. It seems, further, that the lack of knowledge regarding
literature written in foreign languages has been regrettably
large. This is especially the fact in Western Europe and
America, but also to a large extent in the Eastern European
countries. This lack of international contact is mostly due to
the school education in the different countries, which has not
given our colleagues sufficient knowledge of foreign languages.
It is advisable for one who works with geotechnical or
associated problems to publish his results in such a way that
at least a good summary is given in English or French, even
if the paper is written in his own language. This should
always be so when the results are of a general nature. Likewise,
it would be very desirable to have a permanent committee to
review papers published in journals or other literary sources
which are devoted principally to associated subjects, and give a
discussion or abstract of the papers which might be of interest to
those working on soil mechanics problems. I consider that the
difficulties resulting from these factors are more pronounced in
Division 1 than in any other. In the more geotechnical fields the
literature is more concentrated, and results are mutually known.
If we could form a permanent reference service and publish a
'Geotechnical Abstract' I believe that many colleagues working
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in the different laboratories and institutions all over the world
would benefit from it, and much repetition work could be
avoided. At the same time, the priority for important advancements could be given to the right scientist.
The many topics in Division Ia make it necessary to split
them up under special headings dealing with related subjects.
The formation of distinct subgroups is, however, difficult
because one paper may contain results and points related to
more than one of the subgroups, and the way in which the
papers will be presented is only one of possible alternatives.
It seems, however, natural to start with:
Geotechnical and Regional Factors
In the period since the last Conference a number of scientists
have pointed to the importance of geological factors, the most
explicit reference being by our President, KARL TERZAGHI (1955).
Several institutions, among them the Norwegian Geotechnical
Institute, have shown the importance of geological processes
and their application to geotechnical problems. An engineer
working upon geotechnical problems is handling natural geological deposits, and it is reasonable that the 'know how' of
the geologists should be taken into account during such work:
because of this, many institutions for soil mechanics have
engaged geologists among their staff. A number of important
papers presented to the Conference also show the result of cooperation between geologists and civil engineers. Eden and
Crawford (la/6) deal with the geotechnical properties of the
Canadian quick clay from the StLawrence and Ottawa valley.
Based on fossils, which are also found in the Norwegian marine
clay deposits, they can state that the Canadian clay was originally
sedimented in saline water; at present, however, the salinity is
low. This paper, therefore points to the similarities between
the Scandinavian and the Canadian quick clays.
Kassiff (la/14) has examined the geotechnical properties of
loess in the Negev area in Israel. He is especially concerned
with the packing and solidity of this very characteristic type of
loess. Bolognesi and Moretto (la/3) deal with another type of
loess, that forming the plains of Argentine. Here we have
gradual changes in the properties of soils from the primary
loess types to the re-sedimented and weathered soils. Both of
these papers add to our knowledge of the properties of the
wind-transported silt and clay soils. As different types of
loess cover large parts of the world, these papers must be
considered especially valuable. The same may be said about
Mohan's publication (la/17). The Indian 'chernozems', called
black cotton soils, are found in relatively thin layers to a depth
of 3 to 15 ft. with their properties corresponding to an intermediate or stiff clay; they show very marked swelling and creeping phenomena. The author gives data from a series of samples
collected in practically all the States of India where black cotton
soils are found.
Skempton and Henkel (I a/25) give a descriptive regional
paper dealing with London clay. This soil covers one of the
most densely populated areas in the world, and is for this reason
of special geotechnical interest. A review based on bore holes
at different places in London shows that the variations in
geotechnical constants are relatively small, so that London
clay may be treated as a fairly uniform substance.
Radforth and MacFarlane (la/23) deal with Canadian peat
(Muskeg). Based on botanical and palaeo-botanical methods
they give a classification system for this group of soils. The
paper belongs to a type which differs somewhat from those
mostly presented at geotechnical conferences, but it adds
further knowledge to this extended type of soil and it also shows
how variable the problems of geotechnical engineering may be,
and how important it is to take geological factors into consideration.
The last paper which I want to put under the heading of
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'Geological Factors' is one by Meigh and Early (la/16):
they describe the physical and engineering properties of chalk.
Although the great chalk deposits of south-eastern England
have a weight per unit volume and a water content comparable
to those of many clays, the chalk distinguishes itself from the
soils and clays by a diagenesis which has cemented the minerals
closer together than in the soils. Although the authors state
that high pressure consolidation experiments point to a preconsolidation pressure of a magnitude about 100 ton/per sq. ft.
in these chalk deposits, it is my belief that this apparent preconsolidation is not due to any real load of the magnitude
mentioned but just a phenomenon due to diagenesis. In the
same way the high Young's modulus seems to be due to the
fact that the mineral phase in rock forms a continuous system,
and is not, as in soils, separated by a continuous water phase.
These papers show the importance of many geological factors.
In other papers sent to this Conference we also find that
geological factors are considered. We may, for instance, point
to Jakobson's paper (1 b/8) which is dealt with by Dr. Janbu.
Fundamental Properties
The science of colloid chemistry is about 100 years old. For
many decades it has been known that surface forces of different
types are active in a system of clay-minerals and water. The
knowledge of these forces has increased gradually, but it is only
during the last few years that the view points of colloid chemistry
and the studies of surface physics have influenced points of
view of engineers working with geotechnical problems.
There seems to be one publication which has made an impression upon scientists studying soil mechanics from the fundamental side. It is a small monograph by VERWEY and OVERBEEK
(1948). During the last 4 to 5 years it seems as if the view
point of the colloidal chemist has gradually penetrated into
geotechnical science; even at the last Conference papers showing
the impression of the influence of colloid chemistry were presented. Since then, several papers dealing with compressibility
and cohesional forces have appeared from the U.S.A., U.S.S.R.,
Norway and other countries. At this Conference there are
not so many papers directly dealing with colloid-chemical
problems, but the papers presented point to important publications which have appeared during the interval since the last
Conference, elucidating the problems.
Denisov and Reltov (la/5) deal with elastic and structural
deformation of clays and soils. They point to several interesting phenomena which have not been very much dealt with
in Western European and American literature. They show
how deformation of a soil may be divided in several parts, and
how the van der Waals and other surface forces may cause
specific parts of the cohesion. There are several points in the
paper of Denisov and Reltov which may be unfamiliar to
scientists working with other methods, for instance the modulus
of elasticity measured dynamically, giving values up to 20 to
30 tonfcm 2, does not seem to be common in soil mechanics.
In this case it seems appropriate to point to the fact that the
modulus of elasticity depends upon the state of stress before
and after the experiment: it will also depend upon the velocity
of deformation and the degree of deformation. These remarks
have been provoked not only by Denisov and Reltov, but also
by some other papers presented at this Conference. If the conditions are not specified and stated, the comparison of moduli
of elasticity may be of doubtful value.
Murayama and Hata (la/19) deal with the remoulding effect
upon clays. They are especially concerned with partial remoulding, and with examining how the shear strength properties change as a function of the packing.
Newland and Allely (la/20) also deal with remoulding and
re-consolidation of clays. They show that repeated cycles of
remoulding and re-consolidation will cause a decrease in the

sensitivity and the water content. At the same time, the ratio
between shear strength and effective consolidation pressure increases from 0·35 to 3 ·0. The results of their experiments are
in agreement with research carried out by other scientists, for
instance that of Bjerrum (Theoretical and Experimental Investigations into the Shear Strength of Soil. Publication No. 5,
Norwegian Geotechnical Institute). Newland and Allely point
out that re-consolidation will cause a reversible increase in the
cohesion and forces of repulsion.
Soderblom (I a/27) deals with phenomena which, perhaps,
might as well have been discussed under the heading' Geological
Factors'. He has investigated the effect of the leaching of salts
from Swedish clays. The influences here belong to the fundamental phenomena, namely, the change of the surface forces of
the minerals. It is, therefore, most appropriate to treat this
paper together with the other fundamental investigations in this
section. Soderblom's results are in accordance with current
theories for the formation of sub-polar quick clays, and they
throw further light on these important soils.
Mourn and Rosenquist (la/18) deal with the strength characteristics of normally consolidated clays which have been
exposed to a secondary weathering in situ. They prove that
the secondary weathering is changing the minerals, which results in an important increase of the shear strength values, and
insignificant changes in the water content. The increased
strength has earlier been regarded as due to pre- consolidation
or drying.
Florentin, L'Heriteau and Farhi (la/7), deal with the
weathering process during the formation of alluvial laterites.
They show that the plasticity is a function of the mother rock
from which the laterites have originated, and their paper consequently points to the influence of chemical and mineralogical
factors upon the properties of the soil.
Nascimento (la/3I, Addendum, Vol. II) suggests an interpretation of soil properties based on analogies with the physics
of solutions. His treatment of the thermodynamics is rather
unorthodox and some conclusions may be disputed.
Even in the other Divisions we have papers dealing with
fundamental properties, for instance in Division No. 6 we have
a paper by Goldstein and Ter-Stepanian (6/II) dealing with the
stability of natural slopes. In this paper we find a discussion
of the influence of long-lasting stress upon the clays and the
creep properties of natural slopes. The authors give a model
of the binding forces between the particles of clay, dividing
them into two groups, those with brittle bonds and those with
viscous bonds. By means of this model the authors illustrate
the results reported. It is of importance for us in this section
to notice that they find that the strain at the moment of failure
is independent of the length of time the stress has lasted.
Through this complex of problems we are brought into the
study of the forces really existing between the minerals and the
water molecules. It seems obvious that it is not only mechanical flow of water which takes place in a stressed soil sample, but
in addition we have molecular interchange by diffusion processes, causing the stress originally taken up in certain bonds to
be transferred after a time to other bonds so that these stresses
finally may be so high that the bonds are broken, leading to
ultimate failure and consequently to land slides.
Swelling and Shrinkages
The change in volume of a soil due to variations in the water
content plays an important part in soil mechanics in many
countries.
Palit and Joshi (Ia/21) discuss the shrinkage pressure offered
by soils and describe apparatus and measuring devices for the
determination of this shrinkage pressure.
Alpan (la/I) also discusses similar conditions, and describes
an apparatus which has made it possible to investigate the

pressure of swelling at different water contents, below full
saturation. For an engineer working with geotechnical
problems in a country where the climatic and geotechnical conditions are unfavourable, such shrinkage and swelling are of
great practical importance. These papers lead us naturally to
the next group.
Hydraulic Properties
Here we find a paper by Bjerrum and Huder (Ia/2), who
describe their use of improved equipment for determining the
permeability of soils. They discuss, and show by experiments,
how measurements of the permeability may give erroneous
results due to air bubbles in the soil, and they illustrate the effect
of gas content upon permeability. The experiments are
especially concentrated on core material for earth-fill dams.
Cambefort and Caron (la/4) deal with the influence of
silicate gels upon the permeability of artificially gelatinated
soils. They show that addition of the different reactive
agents employed in practice will cause considerable variations
in the stability and leaching resistance of the gels. The paper
is an important one and shows that the combined work of
chemists and engineers is necessary when such injections are
employed in practice.
Rengmark and Freden (la/24) deal with the diffusion
of water through soils. They give data for the velocity of
diffusion in their equipment using artificial materials of variable
grain size. The dimensions used for expressing the diffusibility is given in g(cm 2/sec. for a sample of I em thickness and
for a vapour pressure difference of I mm mercury. It seems
possible that it would have been as satisfactory to express
the diffusion coefficient directly by the dimension cm2(sec.
Electro-osmosis in soils is a subject which has been dealt
with several times at the previous conferences as well as in the
literature which has been published between the conferences.
We have here two important papers. Piaskowski (la/22) who
refers to large-scale experiments in Poland, and Lomize,
Netushil and Rzhanitzin (la/15), who discuss experimental as
well as theoretical investigations carried out in laboratories in
the Soviet Union. These two works show the geotechnical
importance of electro-osmosis.
Habib and Soeiro (la/10) have examined the movement
of water through soils due to temperature gradients. The
investigations show that the system water-soil may react to
thermo-gradients, either so that the thermodynamic equilibrium adjusts itself by a transport of water or by a change in
the pressure of the pore water. As the activity coefficient of
the pore water is influenced by dissolved electrolytes, the
presence of salts will influence the transport and the changes
in pore pressure of the water caused by thermogradients.
The tendency goes in the direction of establishing uniform
thermodynamic potentials all through the system.
These last papers could as well be put under the heading
'Fundamental Properties' as under the 'Hydraulic Properties',
but they form a natural transition to the next group, and I have,
therefore, chosen to treat them in this place.
Frost Problems
Since the last conference, extended studies of the influence of
frost upon soils have been carried out, among others by T.
William Lambe and co-workers in co-operation with the U.S.A.
Corps of Engineers. They have studied the influence of the
admixture of chemicals in order to dimish the frost heaves.
At this Conference, Vialov and Skibitsky (la/29) present
an extensive paper discussing rheological problems in dense
clays and frozen soils. In these soils creep during longlasting stress is of major importance, and the shear strength
values measured are of very variable magnitude, depending
upon how long the forces have acted. In unfrozen soils
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cohesion is divided into two parts, viz. the intermolecular
cohesion due to forces between the mineral particles and the
water phase. This cohesion is dependent upon the density
(water content) of the soil; further, we have the structural
cohesion, which is changed when the structure of the soil is
disturbed. In frozen soils we have a third type of cohesion, viz.
the cohesion due to the cementing influence of the ice crystals.
This component is the most interesting one as it is dependent
upon the temperature even below freezing point, and the component disappears completely by thawing of the ice. During
the freezing period water may be present in two phases, both as
solid and liquid, and the ratio between the amount of the two
phases is not constant. One will, therefore, have several serious
difficulties when the phenomena come to be treated exactly.
Tsytovich (I a/28) deals with the fundamental processes of
soil mechanics for frozen soils. He gives several important
statements elucidating the mechanical properties of frozen
materials. Of special importance is his discussion of the slow
movement of the water phase caused by pressure and temperature gradients.
Gandahl and Bergau (Ia/8) publish two methods for
measuring the penetration of frost in soils. One method is to
measure the depth to which water freezes in a tube of plastic
material inserted in a bore hole in the soil crust. The other
method is based upon the difference in the electrical conductivity of frozen and unfrozen soils. The first method will
perhaps not tell us to what depth formations of ice occur in the
soil, except in cases where we have coarse sand and gravel.
The supercooling of water in clays may be very important, and
may in several cases result in a deeper ice formation in the
plastic tube than in the clay. The second method seems to be
more satisfactory, but probably an error was introduced when
Fig. 3 was drawn because according to this figure the conductivity of the soil should decrease rapidly at temperatures
above the freezing point instead of below the freezing point.
Measuring Devices
It is always of importance for the further treatment of
problems that the different properties of soil be determined in a
satisfactory way. Most methods for measuring a property
involve a change of the sample. This means that very often
the determination of one constant makes the sample unsuitable
for determination of other constants. Every non-destructive
device will hence be of interest, and in such cases electrical and
radiological methods have their advantages.
Janik, Pogany, Zukowski and Szkatula (la/12) publish a
paper describing the use of neutron-radiation for the determination of the porosity of soil. This method is very nearly
the same as that described by KNIGHT and WRIGHT (1954).
Both methods mean in reality that the content of hydrogen
in the soil is determined, independent of how the hydrogen
is present. It does not matter whether the hydrogen exists as
free water, as hydrate water in the minerals or combined in
organic compounds. The amount of hydrogen present in these
two last states may very often be fairly constant, and the determination of the rate of slowing down of neutrons will give
sufficiently reliable results, even though such methods will
never be as exact as the direct analysis.
Skopek (Ia/26) employs the absorption of gamma radiation
for determining the density of soils. As a gamma emitter he
uses a sample of 2 fLC 60Ce and measures the gamma intensity
by an ionization chamber. Similar methods have been used
by several others. The results obtained by Skopek correspond
to an accuracy of ±0·03 g/cm 3 • This is a very satisfactory
figure, and it is possible that a corresponding method could be
used with advantage in geotechnical laboratories in practice.
We have here to consider that the method is relatively expensive
and requires equipment with which laboratory workers are
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unacquainted. Further, there is an important element of risk if
technicians of lower qualification should be used for such work.
The tolerance dose of radiation from an element such as 60Ce
is very low, and the method will therefore need the necessary
shielding and security measures. This involves short working·
hours and long holidays, as proposed by the International
Labour Organization in Geneva. The extra expense due to
compulsory six weeks holiday per year for the personnel at the
laboratories will, perhaps, be so large that very few laboratories
will adopt the method for economical reasons. In principle,
there does not seem to be anything new in the fact that gamma
radiation is absorbed in a soil as a function of density.
de Josselin de Jong and Geuze (Ia/13) describe a method
where electric capacity measurements are used in order to
determine the horizontal deformation of soil samples. They
state that an increase of the capacity of 0·002 pF is the
limit of accuracy of the apparatus and this corresponds to a
horizontal strain of 0 ·03 per cent.
Finally, I will mention those papers of a somewhat different
character: Gibbs and Holtz (Ia/9) discuss the employment of
a split spoon sampler as a sounding device for a rough determination of the density and solidity of soils in the field.
Heidema (la/11) reports the advantages of bar-linear shrinkage
tests, and Wagner (Ia/30) gives a short discussion of the
system of classification used by the Bureau of Reclamation and
Corps of Engineers.
Summary

Many different points call for comment in discussing the
numerous papers presented in Division Ia. First, we have the
large extent of the Division, further the lack of mutual knowledge of the work of other scientists; this is most striking in the
fields bordering upon chemistry, physics and mineralogy. The
papers fall into sub-groups, designated by the headings 'Geological and Regional Factors', 'Fundamental Properties',
'Hydraulic Properties', 'Swelling and Shrinkage', 'Frost
Problems', and 'Measuring Devices and Methods'.
Proposal for Discussion
Almost each one of the numerous interesting papers presented
in this Division invites many remarks in discussion. However,
I find that the regional and geological factors are not of such a
type that they could concentrate the discussion sufficiently.
This does not mean that these factors are not of very great importance for the geotechnical research. I therefore propose
that the discussion should concentrate mainly on the common
feature shown by the rest of the papers: primarily, this is the
condition of the water in soils.
The extended research which has been carried out in a long
series of laboratories all over the world during the last years
has given us a better picture of the forces acting between the
clay minerals and the liquid phase in our fine grained soils. At
this Conference new view points are noticeable in several papers.
We have to assume, based on the kinetic theories of liquids and
numbers of experiments, that the water molecules closest to the
surface of the clay minerals are bound to each other and to the
surface of the minerals by means of hydrogen bonds. In this
way we have a polarized water layer of a high degree of order
nearest to the minerals. This water is influenced by the van
der Waals forces and will, hence, depend upon the polarizability
of the adsorbed cations and the structure of the clay minerals.
Determination of the heat of wetting seems to indicate that the
really ordered water phase is very thin, most probably only a
couple of molecules in thickness. At further distances the
degree of order decreases gradually and relatively quickly, so
that at some distance the minerals have no important influence
upon the water. The result of this consideration must be that

the innermost part of the water in the clays behaves as a plastic
body, and at greater distances as a pseudo-plastic liquid. This
water may not have any defined yield value, but the apparent
viscosity coefficient may, perhaps below a certain minimal
stress, be dependent upon the magnitude of the stress. The
amount and nature of dissolved electrolytes in the water seem
to play an important part in the physics of the liquid phase.
In a large proportion of the papers presented at this Conference the transport of water in one way or another is a
fundamental factor. This holds in the case of swelling and
shrinkage, in frost investigations and in electro-osmotic
properties. It seems, therefore, most appropriate to discuss
the mobility in water in fine grain soils. The following cases
may be distinguished:
(1) The flow problems of the more or less fixed water when
the hydraulic gradients are small, and for small shearing stresses
in soils. Providing that some part of the water phase behaves
as a pseudo-plastic liquid, the water transport would not follow
Darcy's equation when the hydraulic gradients are small
enough. Most probably there will be a marked difference
between the dense clays with active clay minerals and soft clays
with minerals of low activity.
(2) The different kinds of water transport caused by differences in thermodynamic potential, independent of whether
these gradients in thermodynamic potentials are due to temperature, pressure, or variations in the amount and nature of
dissolved salts.
(3) Water transport in frozen soils during the processes of
freezing, when water is present both as ice and as liquid. Here
we have a transport of liquid more or less due to the differences
in free energy of water in the different aggregate states.
(4) A transport of water molecules in completely frozen soils
when these soils are under the influence of long lasting shearing
stresses. In this case it seems as if diffusion along the crystal
borders and through the crystal lattices will be very important
factors.
If during the discussion we could arrive at a clearer understanding of how the water is present in our fine grain soils, this
would be of the greatest importance for everybody working
with geotechr ical problems on a fundamental basis. It would,
furthermore, give us a valuable foundation for the discussion
of creep and secondary settlements.
If the time permits I suggest that we might extend the discussion to the consideration of water movement in relation to
two important geotechnical phenomena, namely, creep in
natural slopes and long-term settlement due to secondary
consolidation. It is obviiUS that these processes involve a
transport of water without any marked hydraulic gradients. It
seems as if some lack of thermodynamic equilibrium causes
diffusion phenomena which move water molecules from highly
stressed zones to zones of lower stress. Such a discussion
should be directed to fundamental processes in these two
problems rather than to the consideration of observations in
practice or the mathematical treatment of problems, since the
latter will be covered by discussion in other Divisions.
If we could bring clarity to these problems, this Conference
would be of greater importance to Soil Mechanics than most
of the previous conferences.
Resume
Les nombreuses communications presentees dans la division
la appellent beaucoup de commentaires, d'abord en raison de
l'etendue du sujet et ensuite parce que il n'est pas toujours tenu
compte des travaux relatifs aux techniques voisines. Ce dernier
point est tres marquant en ce qui concerne Ia chimie, les sciences
physiques et Ia mineralogie.
Les communications sont classees en sous-groupes intitules
'Conditions geologiques et regionales', 'Proprietes fonda-

mentales', 'Caracteristiques hydrauliques ', 'Gonflement et
retrait ', 'Problemes relatifs au gel' et 'Methodes et appareils de
mesures'.
Propositions pour Ia Discussion
II serait interessant de faire porter Ia discussion sur presque
toutes les communications presentees. Neanmoins, je considere que celles concernant les conditions geologiques et
regionales ont un caractere qui ne permet pas une discussion
serree, ce qui ne signifie d'ailleurs pas qu'ils ne soient pas tres
importants dans Ia recherche geotechnique. C'est pourquoi je
propose d'axer la discussion sur un domaine commun aux
autres communications: !'ensemble des proprietes qui s'attachent a Ia presence de l'eau dans les sols.
Les vastes recherches poursuivies dans de nombreux laboratoires mondiaux, au cours de ces dernieres annees, no us donnent
une meilleure representation des forces agissant dans les sols a
grains fins, entre les mineraux argileux et Ia phase liquide. On
peut noter des remarques nouvelles dans quelques communications.
La theorie cinetique des liquides tout comme de nombreuses
experiences montreraient que les molecules d'eau situees le plus
pres de Ia surface des particules argileuses sont reliees tant
entre elles qu'a Ia surface des particules argileuses par des
liaisons d'hydrogene: en ce sens on peut dire que Ia couche d'eau
situee le plus pres de Ia surface des particules d'argile possecte
un haut degre de polarisation. Cette eau est soumise aux forces
de van der Waals et le phenomene depend de ce fait de Ia
possibilite de polarisation des cations adsorbes et de Ia structure
des particules d'argile. La mesure de Ia quantite de chaleur
correspondant au mouillage montre que l'epaisseur de la
couche d'eau reellement orientee est tres faible, et correspond
tres probablement a l'epaisseur de deux molecules. Plus loin,
le degre de polarisation diminue continument et assez rapidement, si bien qu'a quelque distance les particules d'argile n'ont
plus d'influence marquee sur le comportement de l'eau. De ceci
il resulte que les couches en contact se comportent comme un
corps plastique et plus loin comme un liquide pseudo-plastique.
Cette eau peut fort bien ne pas presenter de limites a Ia traction
mais le coefficient apparent de viscosite peut, au dC9a d'une
certaine contrainte, dependre de Ia grandeur de cette contrainte.
La quantite et Ia nature des electrolytes dissous dans l'eau
semblent jouer un role important dans les proprietes physiques
de Ia phase liquide. Comme le montrent de nombreuses communications a ce congres, la migration de l'eau dans un sens
ou dans !'autre, constitue le facteur fondamental, dans le cas de
gonflement, retrait, gel et electroosmose. II semble done tres
opportun de faire porter Ia discussion sur Ia mobilite de l'eau
dans les sols a grains fins.
On peut distinguer les sujets suivants:
(1) Les problemes d'ecoulement de l'eau plus ou moins adsorbee sont mineurs lorsqu'ils se produisent sous !'action de
faibles gradients hydrauliques ou de faibles contraintes de
cisaillement. Du moment que une partie de l'eau se comporte
comme un liquide pseudo-plastique, l'ecoulement de l'eau ne
suivra pas Ia loi de Darcy si le gradient hydraulique est suffisamment faible. Tres probablement il y a, a cet egard, une
difference marquee entre les argiles lourdes comportant des
particules argileuses actives et les argiles molles contenant des
particules de faible activite.
(2) Differentes natures d'eau transportee sous l'effet de
differences de potentiel thermodynamique, que ceux-ci soient
dus a Ia temperature, a Ia pression ou a des concentrations
variables de sols dissous.
(3) Migration de l'eau dans les sols geles durant les differentes
phases du gel, quand l'eau se presente a Ia fois sous forme solide
et liquide. lei nous avons migration de liquide due plus ou
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moins aux differences d'energie libre de l'eau dans les differents
agregats.
(4) Mouvement des molecules d'eau dans les sols completement geles lorsque ces sols sont soumis a !'action prolongee de
cisaillements. II semble alors que Ia diffusion autour du crista!
et a travers les feuillets de celui-ci soient des facteurs tres importants a considerer.
Si, au cours de Ia discussion, nous pouvions arriver a clarifier
nos connaissances de ces problemes relatifs a l'eau dans les sols
a particules fines, ceci serait de Ia plus haute importance pour
tous ceux qui ont a traiter 'a fond' les questions geotechniques;
par ailleurs, cela nous donnerait une bonne base de depart pour
aborder les phenomenes de fluage et de tassements secondaires.
Si le temps le permet, je suggere que Ia discussion porte sur
!'influence de l'eau dans deux phenomenes geotechniques importants, a savoir le fluage dans les talus naturels et les tassements a long terme dus a Ia consolidation secondaire. II est
evident que ces phenomenes comportent une migration de l'eau
sans gradient hydraulique notoire. Tout se passe, semble-t-il,
comme si une absence d'equilibre thermo-dynamique creait un
phenomene de diffusion des molecules d'eau depuis les zones de
grandes contraintes jusqu'a celles de faibles contraintes. Une
telle discussion devrait alors se horner aux phenomenes de base,
independamment des observations courantes ou des theories
mathematiques puisque ces questions relevent d'une autre
division.
Si nous pouvious projeter quelque clarte sur ces problemes, Ia
contribution de Ia presente Conference a Ia Mecanique des Sols
serait plus substantielle que celle de Ia plupart des precedentes.
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DIVISION lb-MECHANICAL PROPERTIES
byN. JANBU
Introduction
The difficulties, due to time limitations and inadequate
literature facilities, which face a Reporter when attempting to
survey the new developments based on the papers submitted
and other relevant work known to have been carried out since
the 1953 conference must be emphasized. Accordingly, it is
quite possible that important contributions may have escaped
attention, and apology is therefore due to the authors concerned.
With a few exceptions the 15 papers in Division 1b contain
experimental and theoretical investigations concerning shear
strength and compressibility (stress-strain) of soils. The
report is therefore divided into two main parts: (I) Shear
strength, and (2) Compressibility (stress-strain).
The attempt has been made either to indicate certain trends
where fairly general agreement appears to have been reached,
or to point out where different opinions still prevail.
Shear Strength
Working hypothesis, uncertainties and remedies-The shear
strength (T1) of soils expressed in terms of effective normal
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stress (a') and corresponding parameters (c' and tan r/>') is given
by the equation
.... (I)
T 1 = c' + a' tan rf>'
It is believed that the fundamental factors actually constituting
and influencing the shear strength parameters are not yet
properly revealed. As a consequence engineers are faced with
a number of problems to which no definite answer can be given.
For instance: which type of laboratory tests should be used in a
given case to correspond as closely as possible to the in situ
conditions which the tests are intended to explore? And are
the consequences, implications and limitations of the application of different apparatuses, testing techniques and interpretation procedures reliably known ?
Moreover, since equation 1 is often expressed in various
forms, and each time the corresponding parameters may be
given a different meaning, additional questions are raised.
Here, particular reference is given to the undrained shear
strength determined by unconfined compression tests, vane
tests, and undrained (quick) tests without pore-pressure
measurements. In such cases the effective stress conditions are
unknown. The application of the undrained shear strength to
practical problems must therefore be very limited, but it is
believed that the limitations are not yet fully realized.
Evidently the profession has long been aware of the existence
and importance of the questions indicated above, and approximate answers have been advocated; yet a number of problems
are left to be coped with.
To remedy present shortcomings TERZAGHI (most recently in
1948, 1953 and 1955) has repeatedly emphasized the importance
of:
(a) broadened knowledge of the relationship between physical
properties and geological history;
(b) well-documented case records; and
(c) controlled field measurements (e.g. of pore pressure when
predictions cannot be made in advance of construction).
These guiding principles appear to have played an outstanding role in recent shear strength investigations. In this connection considerable emphasis is also given to the fundamental
value of the application of physicochemical analysis (RosENQUIST, 1955).
Geological factors-Since geological factors are discussed
~rom
a general point of view in Division 1a, this sub-heading is
mcluded here only for the purpose of emphasizing the importance of a comparatively new trend regarding shear strength.
This circumstance is best illustrated by the following quotation,
TERZAGHI (1955, p. 558):
D

The influence of geological factors on these properties (engineering
properties) has been known in a general way for more than a
century. Yet the benefits derived from the knowledge of the
existence of this influence were very slight until quite recently
because engineers were then not able to define by numerical values
the significant properties of sediments and the influence of geological factors on these properties.
The intensive activity in this field may be taken as an indication
of its importance.
Case records-In the search for establishing the limiting conditions of existing shear strength hypotheses, the outstanding
practical value of collecting well-documented case histories of
actual slides and related phenomena is internationally recognized. A few words about recent achievements is therefore
considered appropriate.
The number of case records described in papers to the
European Conference on Stability of Earth Slopes (EIDE and
BJERRUM, 1954; GoLDER and PALMER, 1954; HENKEL and SKEMPTON, 1954; KRSMANOVITCH, 1954; NONVEILLER and SUKLJE
1954; PIETKOWSKI and ZALEWSKI, 1954; RAEDSCHELDERS, )954;

WARD, PENMAN and GIBSON, 1954), together with some subsequent investigations (BJERRUM and KJA.ERNSLJ, 1956; KJAERNSLI,
1956; SEVALDSON, 1956), is a fairly good, even if incomplete,
indication of the activity in this field in the period 1953-57. The
Reporter believes that the main conclusions which can be
derived from these investigations are the following:
In general, the shear strength expressed in terms of effective
stress appears to provide the most reliable basis for stability
analyses, irrespective of the type of soil. The undrained shear
strength of clay is considered to be approximately valid for the
stability conditions occurring immediately after load changes
have taken place, and only then (SKEMPTON, 1954; BJERRUM
and KJAERNSLI, 1956).
An analysis on the basis of the undrained shear strength is
very simple and economical. It is therefore worth while to
continue the efforts to establish appropriate limiting conditions,
and no doubt more well-documented, comparative case records
are still needed. In order to make future case records worthy
of the classification 'well-documented', however, it will be
necessary to determine and record a larger number of significant
soil properties than was considered appropriate only some
years ago. Probably the content of Division I a is the best
indication of this circumstance.
Pore pressure-In the period I953-57 continued efforts have
been made to establish from laboratory tests characteristic
numerical pore pressure coefficients for the purpose of predicting in advance in situ pore pressure changes due to load
changes under undrained conditions (SKEMPTON, I954; BISHOP,
I954; BJERRUM, 1954b). The urgent need for this tool has long
been evident in view of the gen~ral
applicability of equation I.
Hitherto, examples of application of pore pressure coefficients
in earth dam stability analysis have been given, and control field
measurements indicated good agreement with the prediction
(BISHOP, 1954). A more general application of pore pressure
coefficients, however, is at present complicated by a number of
factors. First of all by our inability to explore accurately the
in situ stresses and stress changes. Furthermore, the values of
the coefficients vary with initial stress and the magnitude of
deviator-stress change. Finally, the validity of the principle
of superposition, which is implied, is not proved. Even so, it
is recognized that the pore-pressure coefficients represent a
powerful tool of utmost importance. In later years laboratory
and field equipments for making accurate pore pressure
measurements have been improved to the state that it is now
considered possible to carry out large scale measurements even
in routine work at moderate cost.
Failure conditions, testing technique and interpretation procedure-The majority of the papers in Division I b belong under
this sub-heading. It is therefore regretted that the survey must
mainly be limited to those papers which in the opinion of the
Reporter have the most significant bearing on the 'Proposals
for Discussion'.
A very interesting study of existing theories expressing the
failure conditions of sand has been made by Kirkpatrick
(I b/9), who also presents experimental evidence in support of
his conclusion that the 'Mohr-Coulomb theory provides a
reliable means of predicting failure in sands under undrained
conditions'. To produce the necessary experimental evidence,
a new test (the thick cylinder test) in conKirkpatrick ap~lied
junction with axial compression and axial tension tests. A
comparison between the results of the two latter types of test
indicated insignificant difference between the measured angle
of internal friction.
In contrast to this Peltier (I b/10) presents test results indicating that the angle of internal friction of sand measured in
triaxial apparatus by axial compression (c/>c) is about 7 degrees
higher than the angle measured by axial extension (striction,
cf>s). On the basis of triaxial shear box tests, the opposite

conclusion is drawn cf>s > cf>c- In view of these contradictory
conclusions the author states that 'many new researches are
still necessary'.
The comprehensive tests on sand described by Jakobson
(Ib/8) did not primarily aim at measuring the angle of internal
friction, and therefore the tests were not carried to failure.
However, by extrapolation approximate values of </> are
indicated, and the author concludes that 'The angle of internal
friction is to a great extent dependent on the magnitude of the
intermediate principal stress'.
Hilf and Gibbs (I b/6) introduce a new type of undrained
triaxial test with pore pressure measurements, holding lateral
effective stress constant. In comparison to 'the old standard
method' holding total lateral stress constant, the authors
observe: 'lesser values oftancp' and' greater difference in results
between the two methods can be expected if higher moisture
contents are used and for soils which develop pore pressure
of greater magnitude'.
The influence of the duration of tests has received further
attention both in the interim (GIBSON and HENKEL, 1954), and
in the paper by Whitman (Ib/15) who submits a compre~
hensive, condensed report on the testing technique and the test
results of a large scale research programme carried out at
M.I.T. for the purpose of studying 'the relationship between
shear strength and rapidity of loading'. The wealth of information given in Whitman's paper does not permit a short,
definite conclusion here.
The stress, strain, and failure conditions in triaxial compression tests have been investigated both on the basis of the
theory of elasticity, utilizing stress functions, Balla (I b/2), and
from energy considerations. Hoshino (I b/7). Furthermore,
comparisons have been made between triaxial shear tests carried
out in large versus small apparatuses, Fukuoka (I b/5), and
Schultze (Ib/I3).
In concluding this survey it is anticipated that the relative
merits of different apparatuses, failure criteria, testing techniques and interpretation procedures are far from being
sufficiently explored. The necessity for further co-operative
research aiming at greater unity and simplicity is therefore
strongly emphasized. As it is now, it is feared that one may
run the risk of comparing incomparable values and data.
Compressibility (Stress-strain)
Fine-grained soils-In the last years important information
about the compressibility of clays has been derived from
physicochemical analyses (SALAS and SERRATOSA, 1953; BOLT,
I956) and mathematical analyses of the consolidation process
under various conditions have been discussed, e.g. MANDEL
(1954).
To this conference Suklje (I b/I4) presents a procedure for
'graphical construction of consolidation curves of saturated
layers of arbitrary thickness'. Numerical examples are given
on the basis of laboratory tests on artificially sedimented
lacustrine chalk.
Coarse-grained, cohesionless soil-At present, predictions
of deformation and settlement in sand are based on empirical
rules, and in general these predictions may therefore be unreliable. In this connection it is believed appropriate to refer
to the statements recently made by TERZAGHI (1955):
The mechanical properties of cohesionless sediments depend
almost entirely on their relative density. Therefore the description
of such a sediment is entirely inadequate unless it contains reliable
information concerning its relative density-(p. 585).
In spite of the outstanding practical importance of the relative
density of waterlaid cohesionless sediments, the factors that determine it are not yet reliably known (p. 588).

Since the I953 conference the results of experimental and
theoretical investigations into the 'basic compression character-
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istics' of sand have been published (RowE, 1954; KJELLMAN
and JAKOBSON, 1955) aiming mainly at the establislunent of a
stress-strain relationship.
To this conference Jakobson (I b/8) presents a series of test
results on two types of sand, carried out partly for the purpose
of exploring the elastic deformation properties, Poisson's ratio
and the modulus of elasticity. According to the author the
influence of shearing stress 'is remarkably great'. A stressstrain relationship was also 'deduced on simplified assumptions'
and •was found to be in extremely close agreement with the
experimental values'.
Conclusions
From his survey of recent developments in shear strength the
Reporter concludes that outstanding progress has been made
due to the following circumstances: (a) added attention to and
information about the influence of geological factors; (b) intensified efforts to obtain well-documented case histories for
establishing limiting conditions of available working hypothesis;
and (c) more widespread recognition of the importance of performing pore pressure measurements both in the laboratory and
in the field, and increased and improved facilities to do,so on a
larger scale as routine work.
In this connection the fundamental value of the results
obtained by physicochemical analyses should also be
emphasized.
The expression of shear strength in terms of effective stress
has received increasing attention as being the most reliable basis
for stability analyses, and methods and means for predicting
pore pressure changes in advance of engineering operations
have been further discussed. The limitation of the applicability
of the undrained shear strength of clay (without pore pressure
measurements) has been more sharply defined. Modified or
new apparatus, testing techniques and interpretation procedures have attracted the attention of several authors both in
the period 1953-57 and in papers submitted to this conference.
Due to the vast amount of information it is impossible in a
short conclusion to survey the consequences and implications;
however, it is apparent that some contradictory results have
been recorded, e.g. regarding the influence of the intermediate
principal stress on the measured angle of internal friction of
cohesionless soil. Interesting information about the compressibility of clay has been derived from physicochemical
analyses, and supplementary solutions of the consolidation
process are derived. The 'elastic properties' of sand have been
subject to investigation, and attempts have been made to
establish stress-strain relationships. In connection with investigations of shear strength and deformation properties of
sand, emphasis is given to the importance of determining and
recording in great detail all information about void ratio,
relative density, volume (and pore pressure) changes, grading
characteristics, shape and surface character of grains, and their
mineral composition.
Proposals for Discussion
In view of the general importance of being able to identify
the limiting conditions for the existing working hypotheses for
shear strength, it is suggested that the first part of the discussion should be devoted to a review of:
Theoretical, experimental and practical evidence which may
help to clarify the range of validity of existing shear strength
hypothesis for clay.
It appears to be widely accepted that the shear strength
expressed in terms of effective stress provides in general the most
reliable basis for stability investigations in clay. However, the
simpler and more economical analysis based on the undrained
shear strength (effective stresses unknown) appears to be fairly
reliable for some limited stability conditions. It is, therefore,
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of outstanding practical interest to establish the appropriate
range of validity. Regarding the shear strength expressed in
terms of effective stress it is believed to be of general interest to
consider for which stability problems the existing types of
laboratory tests are best suited to simulate the corresponding
in situ stress conditions. Consideration should also be given
to various problems related to testing technique and interpretation procedures.
The different conclusions drawn from various triaxial and
shear box tests on sand, suggest the necessity for a discussion
of:
The effect of the intermediate principal stress on the measured
angle of internal friction in sand.
In discussing this point it is believed to be of importance to
consider the essential differences between the existing threedimensional plastic equilibrium conditions, the stress distribution in the shear box tests and the effect of volume changes
and of the rubber membrane.
If time allows, discussion of the following is also suggested.
Factors influencing the' deformation properties' of cohesion less
soil.
Conclusions
Apres avoir passe en revue les derniers progres des connaissances en matiere de resistance au cisaillement, le rapporteur
conclut que les progres considerables realises jusqu' ici peuvent
etre attribues aux circonstances suivantes.
(a) Une attention plus poussee accordee a !'influence des
facteurs geologiques ainsi que des informations plus completes
sur ce sujet.
(b) Des efforts plus attentifs pour etablir une documentation
concernant les cas oil les ,hypotheses faites se sont revelees
valables.
(c) L'importance toujours plus grande accordee aux mesures
de la pression interstitielle en laboratoire et sur chantier et
!'amelioration des moyens permettant d'executer ces essais sur
une plus grande echelle et dans le cadre des essais habituels.
A. cet egard, il convient egalement de souligner la valeur fondamentale des resultats des analyses physico-chimiques.
L'expression de la resistance au cisaillement a partir des contraintes effectives est consideree comme Ia plus satisfaisante
pour les analyses de stabilite. On a examine egalement les
moyens et methodes permettant de prevoir les changements de
Ia pression interstitielle amenes par la presence des ouvrages de
genie civil. Les limites de Ia validite de Ia resistance au cisaillement de !'argile non-drainee (sans mesures de pression interstitielle) ont ete definies de fac;on plus precise. Des appareils
nouveaux ou modifies, des techniques d'essai et d'interpretation
ont attire !'attention de nombreux auteurs entre 1953 et 1957 et
cette tendance se reflete dans certaines communications presentees a cette conference. En raison du volume important
d'informations presentees ici, il serait impossible d'esquisser un
aper<;u des leurs incidences et consequences. Cependant, on
peut constater que des resultats contradictoires ont ete obtenus
dans certains cas, notamment en ce qui concerne !'influence de
Ia tension principale intermediaire sur !'angle du frottement
interne des sols pulverulents. Les analyses physico-chimiques
ont fourni des informations interessantes sur Ia compressibilite
des argiles et ont conduit a des aperc;us complementaires du
processus de consolidation. Les 'proprietes elastiques' des
sables ont fait !'objet de plusieures etudes et on a essaye d'etablir
le rapport contrainte-deformation. En ce qui conceme !'etude
de Ia resistance au cisaillement et de Ia deformation des sables,
on a souligne !'importance des donnees concernant Ia proportion de vides, la densite relative, les changements de volume (et
de pression interstitielle), les caracteristiques de granulometrie,
la forme et l'etat de surface des grains, ainsi que leur composition mineralogique.

Propositions pour Ia Discussion
En vue de determiner Ia validite des hypotheses presentees
concernant Ia mobilisation du cisaillement on propose de
consacrer Ia premiere partie de Ia discussion une revue de:

a

Enseignements d'ordre theorique, experimental et pratique,
pouvant aider a preciser Ia portee de Ia validite des hypotheses
existantes concernant Ia resistance au cisaillement des argiles II semble generalement admis que Ia meilleure base pour etudier
Ia stabilite des argiles est de considerer Ia resistance au cisaillement du point de vue des contraintes effectives. Cependant,
une analyse plus simple et plus economique, basee sur Ia resistance au cisaillement de !'argile non-drainee (les tensions
effectives restant inconnues) semble donner des resultats satisfaisants dans certains domaines. II est done particulierement
important de preciser ceux-ci. Quant Ia resistance au cisaillement consideree du point de vue des contraintes effectives, on
croit qu'il y aurait interet examiner pour quels problemes de
stabilite Ies essais de Iaboratoire existants sont les mieux
adaptes pour reproduire Ies conditions et contraintes qui se
presentent en realite. On devrait examiner egalement les
differents problemes relatifs aux techniques d'essai et au mode
d'interpretation des resultats.
Les conclusions divergentes tirees des essais de cisaillement
au triaxial et Ia boite, sur Jes sables, tendent prouver qu'il
serait necessaire de discuter:

a

a

a

a

L'e.ffet de Ia tension principale intermediaire sur !'angle de
frottement interne du sable - Le rapporteur pense qu'il est
important, en discutant ce point, d'examiner Ies differences
essentielles entre Ies conditions existantes d'equilibre plastique
tri-dimensionnel, Ia distribution des contraintes au cours de
I'essai de cisaillement et !'influence des changements de volume
ainsi que celle de Ia membrane de caoutchouc.
Si Ie temps le permet, on pourrait egalement discuter Ie point
suivant:
Facteurs qui influent sur Ia 'deformation' des sols pulverulents.
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